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  Thursday, December 1, 2011
  Cohen Family Studio Theater
  8:00 p.m.

Piano Trio Hye Jung Yoon
This Piano Trio is about struggling between freedom and 
regularity, between boldness and reserve. It depicts the conflict 
between forward-moving energy and stasis. This piece is 
dedicated to my father and the dreams of his youth.

Terms of Venery Joel Matthys
Collective nouns, the varied and whimsical names given to 
groups of animals (and occasionally people) are a unique feature 
of the English language, and they have a venerable lineage.  They 
arose as a way to distinguish aristocrats who were well-versed in 
the language of hunting.  Only an educated hunter would know 
that a group of geese is called a gaggle when it is swimming but 
a skein in flight.  Some of these terms remain exotic to us, “a 
covey of quail, a sounder of boar,” but others have become so 
commonplace that we seldom consider how odd their origins.  
A pride of lions, a school of fish, a litter of puppies.  Pride? 
School? Litter!? Only when these terms are de-coupled from 
their partners do we see how strange and poetic our language is 
and to what lengths we will go to describe the world around us.  
  

ABOUT, ctd.

Friday, December 2, 8:00 p.m.
Saturday, December 3, 2:00 & 8:00 p.m.
Sunday, December 4, 3:00 p.m.
CCM Dance Series
Fall Dance Concert
Jiang Qi, director

Through a National Endowment for the Arts’ grant, CCM Dance 
presents Twyla Tharp’s ballet The Story Teller, staged by guest artist 
Benjamin Bowman with music by Kiyoung Kim. This concert will also 
showcase Siete Canciones Populares, a world premiere choreo-
graphed by Dance Division Head Shellie Cash to music composed 
by Manuel de Falla for tenor and piano. In addition, the concert will 
showcase Paquita (Act II) with music by Ludwig Minkus, restaged by 
Assistant Professor Deirdre Carberry. Finally, Professor Jiang Qi will 
restage Danish choreographer August Bournonville’s Flower Festival in 
Genzano pas de deux to music originally by Matthias Strebinger and 
adapted by Holger Simon Pauli.

Location: Patricia Corbett Theater
Admission: $15 general admission, $10 non-UC students, 
UC students FREE

IN THE WINGS



PROGRAM
What the Viola Tells Me Ty Niemeyer
  I. Prelude (b. 1991)
  II. Col Legno
  III. Intermezzo
  IV. Nocturne
  V. 

Stephen Goist, viola

Begin on C Sangbong Nam 
    (b. 1979)

Chiyoon Chung, piano

Capriccio Carrie Magin 
    (b. 1981)

Nick Naegele, violin
Carrie Magin, marimba

FROM New Poems for solo piano Mirae Hwang 
  I. Before Summer Rain (b. 1985)
  II. David Sings Before Saul
  V. Saint Sebastian
  VI. The Departure of the Prodigal Son
  VII. Women sing to the Poet

Mark Tollefsen, piano

Piano Trio Hye Jung Yoon 
    (b. 1975)

Wooram Kwon, violin
Sunhaeng Lee, cello

Mikael Adon Darmanie, piano

Terms of Venery Joel Matthys 
    (b. 1974)

Wesley Brax, baritone
Drew Dolan, marimba

what the viola tells me... Ty Niemeyer
Rather than writing a partita for solo viola, I decided to write a set 
of miniatures about the viola. Each miniature explores an aspect 
of the viola that interested me, ranging from the murmuring 
tremolos of the Prelude to the static harmonics of the Nocturne. 
Of course, I discovered new things that interested me along the 
way, but one can only fit so much into a set of five miniatures. In 
any case, this piece is simply a small glimpse into how the viola 
presents itself to me. 

Begin on C Sangbong Nam
The music begins on middle C. After that, a performer plays and 
composes the piece at the same time by following the composer’s 
rule. The composer opens the way for the performer to go. 

Capriccio Carrie Magin
Capriccio was commissioned by Kenyon Williams (Professor 
of Percussion at Minnesota State University Moorhead) with a 
grant from the Minnesota State Arts Board. With lively, driving 
rhythms and chromatic-oriented harmony, the piece embraces 
the exploration and development of drama as its central focus. It 
was composed in August 2010 and will be recorded in 2012 along 
with several other commissioned works for inclusion on Kenyon 
Williams’ solo album.

New Poems for Piano Solo Mirae Hwang
II. David Sings Before Saul (Melody from “Blessed Relief” by 
Frank Zapa)
V. Saint Sebastian (Bach Choral No.44 Mach’s mit mir, Gott, nach 
deiner Güt’)
This piece is an interpretation of my response to Rilke’s New 
Poems. According to the contents and the dramatic tensions of 
each poem, I have rearranged Rilke’s 7 poems and have related 
one another in order for the piece to flow as a whole. Pianistic 
figuration was experimented, along with the use of lyrical and 
dynamic musical factors which reflect the poetic expressions 
and fantasy of Rilke’s objects in his work. 

(continued on back)
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